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ABSTRACT: In order to save energy consumption in wireless sensor network in idle states, on off operation is widely 
used in wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), where each node periodically switches between sleeping mode and awake 
mode. Although efficient toward saving energy, on off causes many challenges, such as difficulty in neighbor discovery 
due to asynchronous wakeup/sleep scheduling, time-varying transmission latencies due to varying neighbor discovery 
latencies, and difficulty on multihop broadcasting due to non-simultaneous wakeup in neighborhood. This paper 
focuses on a novel technique of queue detection method to observe the length of array to be transmitted. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of spatially distributed autonomous sensor nodes which are organized into a 
cooperative network [1]. WSNs are usually deployed to monitor physical or environmental properties, such as 
temperature, vibration, pressure, motion, or pollutants. The development of WSNs was initially motivated by military 
applications such as battlefield surveillance. However, they are increasingly being used in many industrial and civilian 
application domains, including industrial process monitoring and control [2], machine health monitoring [3], 
environment and habitat monitoring [4], and medical diagnostics [5]. In WSNs, each node consists of a micro-
processor, multiple types of memory (program, data and flash memories), RF transceiver, various sensors and 
actuators, and power supplies (e.g., batteries and solar cells). A WSN commonly constitutes a wireless ad-hoc 
network, that means that every device node supports a multihop routing rule, and several 
other nodes might forward knowledge packets to a base station via a sink node. A typical multihop design for WSNs is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Typical Wireless Sensor Network 
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It has been observed that idle energy plays an important role for saving energy in WSNs [6]. Most existing radios [7] 
used in WSNs support different modes, such as transmit/receive mode, idle mode, and sleep mode. In the idle mode, 
the radio is not communicating but the radio circuitry is still turned on, resulting in energy consumption which is only 
slightly less than that in the transmitting or receiving states. Thus, a better way is to shut down the radio as much as 
possible in the idle mode [6]. The typical energy consumption parameters [8] are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Energy Consumption of Different Components 
Module Power Mode 

   
Processor 1.8mA Active Mode 
Memory 5.1uA Sleep Mode 

Receiver Mode 18.8mA Receiving 
Transmitter Mode 17.4mA Transmitting 

Idle Mode 21uA  
Sleep Mode 1uA  

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
Energy may be a terribly thin resource for detector systems and should be managed reasonably so as to increase the 
lifetime of the detector nodes. Several works are done to cut back the facility consumption and lifelong of wireless 
detector networks. Generally two main sanctioning techniques area unit known i.e. duty sport and data- driven 
approaches. Duty sport [9] is that the simplest energy-conserving operation within which whenever the communication 
isn't needed, the radio transceiver is placed within the sleep mode. 
To increase the energy potency of the detector nodes several connected works are done. Honghai Zhang et. al [10] 
derived associate formula supported the derived bound, associate formula that sub optimally schedules node activities 
to maximize the time period of a detector network. In [10], the node locations and 2 higher bounds of the time period 
area unit allotted. Supported the derived bound, associate formula that sub optimally schedules node activities to 
maximize the time period of a detector network is meant. Simulation results show that the planned  
 
formula achieves around ninetieth of the derived bound. MS Pawar et. al [11] mentioned the impact on time period, and 
energy consumption throughout listen (with completely different knowledge packet size), transmission, idle and sleep 
states. The energy consumption of WSN node is measured in several operational states, e.g., idle, sleep, listen and 
transmit. These results area unit won’t to calculate the WSN node time period with variable duty cycle for sleep time. 
They finished that sleep current is a vital parameter to predict the life time of WSN node. Almost 79.84% to 83.86% of 
total energy is consumed in sleep state. Reduction of WSN node sleep state current I_sleep from 64μA to 9μA has 
shown improvement in time period by 193 days for the 3.3V, 130mAh battery. It’s conjointly analyzed that the WSN 
node time period conjointly depends on the packet size of knowledge. 
Data packet size is reciprocally proportional to the life time of the node. As knowledge packet size is inflated, the time 
period of the battery is decreased. Yuqun Zhang et. al [12] planned associate adaptation technique for the derived 
distance-based duty cycle that relies on native ascertained traffic. During this paper, the Packet Delivery magnitude 
relation (PDR) values area unit achieved by 3 strategies. Consistent with their simulation, altogether the 3 strategies the 
PDR results area unit terribly shut and better than ninety seven for lightweight traffic masses. With a rise in traffic load, 
the constant duty cycle technique performs the simplest as a result of its higher duty cycle will give additional awake 
nodes to participate in knowledge routing. The marginally worse performance of TDDCA (Traffic- adaptive Distance-
based Duty Cycle Assignment) compared to the constant duty cycle technique indicates that the mounted increments 
and decrements in duty cycle isn't economical in terms of PDR. TDDCA and DDCA (Distance-based Duty Cycle 
Assignment) area unit additional energy-efficient than the constant duty cycle technique, which DDCA performs higher 
than TDDCA. DDCA reduces energy dissipation between twenty first and thirty second compared to the constant duty 
cycle technique, whereas TDDCA reduces energy dissipation between twelve-tone system and nineteen compared to 
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the constant duty cycle technique. Muralidhar Medidi and Yuanyuan dynasty [13] provided a differential duty cycle 
approach that's designed supported energy consumed by each traffic and idle listening. It assigns completely different 
duty cycles for nodes at different distances from the bottom station to deal with the energy-hole downside, improve 
network time period, and conjointly to take care of network performance. In [13], Francesco Zorzi et. al analyzed the 
impact of node density on the energy consumption in transmission, reception and idle–listening in a very network 
wherever nodes follow an obligation cycle theme. They thought-about the energy performance of the network for 
various eventualities, wherever a completely different range of nodes and different values of the duty cycle area unit 
taken into consideration. In [15], Joseph Polastre et. al planned B-MAC i.e. a carrier sense media access protocol for 
wireless detector networks, that has a versatile interface to get ultra-low power operation, high channel utilization and 
effective collision shunning. B-MAC employs associate adaptive preamble sampling theme to cut back duty cycle and 
minimize idle paying attention to deliver the goods low power operation. They compared B-MAC to traditional 802.11- 
galvanized protocols, specifically S-MAC. B-MAC’s flexibility leads to improved packet delivery rates, latency, 
throughput, and energy consumption than S-MAC. 
 

III ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODELLING 
 

The lifetime of the nodes is evaluated by the overall energy consumption of the nodes such as in [12]. If the energy 
consumption decreases, then the lifetime of the nodes is increased. The total energy consumed by the nodes consists of 
the energy consumed for receiving	E , transmitting E , listening for messages on the radio channel (E ), sampling 
data (E ) and sleeping (E ). 
Total energy consumed is given by 

E = E + E + E + E + E                             (1) 
Energy consumption by a source node per second across a distance d with path loss exponent n is, 

 
E = D (l + l d )                                     (2) 

Where D  is the transceiver relay data rate, l   is the energy consumed per bit by the transmitter electronics and l  is the 
energy consumed per bit in transmit. 
Total energy consumption in time t (i.e. duration [0,t]) by a source node (leaf node) 

E 	 = t[d (r e + E ) + (1− d )E )                          (3) 
The energy consumption per second by an intermediate node  

E = D (l + l d + l )                                              (4) 
Where l  is the energy consumed by the sensor node to receive a bit. 
Total energy consumption till time t by a relay node is 

E = t[d (r e + E ) + (1− d )E )                          (5) 
 

IV. LIFETIME UPPER LIMIT 
 

The total energy consumption in the bottleneck zone in time t for a d  duty-cycle WSN is given by 
E = Nd r t l + Nd r e t + Nd πD + (1− d )tN E      (6) 

 
t ≤ = T D                                                                          (7) 

 
 Where T 	upper limit of lifetime and the term is K  is given by 
 

K = d l r D(A− B) + ∫∫ xd + Bd [d − r (e − l ) + (1 − d )E ]          (8) 
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V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 
To analyses the performance of wireless sensor network two key parameters are calculated for different techniques and 
their results are compared. One of the parameter is energy consumption of sensor network and other parameter is 
lifetime of wireless sensor network. Wireless sensor network energy parameters are shown in table 2. 
 

Table- 2: Network Parameters 
Number of Nodes in network 200 

Sensor Network Area (A) 100x100 
CH nearby radius 30m 

Path Loss Exponent 2 
l1 1uj 
l2 0.8uj 
l3 0.5uj 

Sleep 30uj 
No. of Bits 1000 

Battery Energy 25 
Hop Length 2m 

Threshold Value 8 
 

 
In this paper area of wireless sensor network is considered 100x100 square meter, diameter of bottleneck zone 60m, 
number of nodes 1000, battery energy 25kj, sleep energy 30uj,hop length 2, number of bits 960 and threshold 12 bit are 
considered. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Lifetime of Sensor Network for Different Techniques 
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Table 3 and fig.2 shows the lifetime comparison basic wsn, network coding wsn and queue detection based wsn. After 
observing lifetime values for above three techniques it can be conclude that queue detection technique is best technique 
to improve network lifetime.  
 

Table3: Lifetime comparison for different techniques 
 Lifetime for 

p=0.01 
Lifetime for p=0.1 

Basic WSN 6.56 x10^8 2.25 x10^8 
Network Coding 7.5 x10^8 4.24 x10^8 
Proposed WSN 7.8x10^8 4.9 x10^8 

 
Fig. 3 shows energy consumption in wireless sensor network with change in on off time scheduling. When on off 
timing ratio value is 0.01, energy consumption is minimum i.e. 28.4uJ, and for on off timing ratio 0.1, energy 
consumption is more than 1000uJ. With increase in on off timing ratio increases energy consumption decreases. In fig. 
3 energy consumption for basic wsn, network coding wsn and proposed wsn is compared. From table 4 it can be 
conclude that energy consumption for queue detect wsn is minimum. 

 
Fig. 3 Energy Consumption of Sensor Network for Different Techniques 

 
From the fig.3 it is observed that energy consumption is maximum for random duty cycled wsn. 
Table 4 compares energy consumption for different techniques. 
 
Table 4, shows the Energy consumption values for basic wsn, network coding wsn and queue detection based wsn.  
After observing Energy consumption values for these three techniques, it can be conclude that energy consumption is 
maximum in basic WSN and minimum in Queue Detection WSN. 
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Table4: Energy Consumption for different Techniques 
WSN Techniques Energy Consumption for 

p=0.01 
Energy Consumption for p=0.1 

Basic WSN 28.4 1770 
Network Coding WSN 28.2 1405 

Proposed WSN 27.04 840 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this research paper performance of wireless sensor network using different lifetime improvement technique is 
analyzed and compared. One of the technique is nonscheduled on off timing of motes second technique is network 
coding technique which used to avoid redundant information received at base station and third technique is a novel 
technique which is used to set a schedule for motes when they will send data and they will be in sleep mode. An 
increment of 15.9% over basic wsn and 3.85% over network coding is achieved using proposed technique. 
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